
Robots in Action
Criterion A - Inquiring and Analyzing

Students define and research a problem to be solved
according to the needs of a specific audience.

A.1 - Explain and Justify the Need
Explain and justify the need for a solution to a problem for a specified
client/end-user.

A.1.1 - What is the problem to be solved? Most of your answer should come from the GRASPS and be in your
own words.

A.1.2 - What is one possible solution to the problem? State an idea that solves the problem as defined in the
GRASPS.

A.1.3 - Why does the problem need to be solved? That is, why is a solution needed? Connect your answer to
the GRASPS.

https://www.vistathink.com/


A.1.4 - Could a robot help you solve problems--even the problem in the GRASPS? Ask a chatbot a few
questions related to the GRASPS to get an idea. Check out this example with award-winning Mitsuku.

Try a chat with Kuki or ChatGPT to research how to solve the problem. Note: This may be a class chat
moderated by your teacher.

Insert a screenshot of your conversation or paste it below. If this step isn’t possible, write notes below about
the chat.

A.1.5 - How helpful was your chat with an AI? Explain in 3 to 4 sentences.

A.2 - Identify and Prioritize the Research
Identify and prioritize the primary and secondary research needed to develop a
solution to the problem.

Answer the factual, conceptual, and debatable questions. Review the Help Resources as needed.

A.2.1 - Factual Questions - Answer both questions:
a. What different jobs can robots do?
b. What major parts do most robots have?

a.

b.

A.2.2 - Conceptual Questions - Answer only one question:
a. How does the form of a robot relate to its function?
b. How does the form of a robot relate to the environment in which it operates?

a.

b.

A.2.3 - Debatable Question:
Why do robots need to help humans in empathetic ways?

https://www.vistathink.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/01/VistaThink-MYPDigitalDesign-RobotsInAction-ChatbotMitsuku.pdf
https://www.kuki.ai/
https://openai.com/blog/chatgpt/
https://www.vistathink.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/01/VistaThink-RobotsInAction-HelpResources.pdf
https://www.vistathink.com/


A.3 - Analyze Existing Products
Analyze a range of existing products that inspire a solution to the problem.

Before answering the questions, review the video What is a Robot? (6:19).

A.3.1 - The Toy Train - Review the Train and Robot Arm (loop animation). What do you observe most:
a) artificial human, b) programmable machine, or c) sensing/thinking/acting? Ties between a, b, or c, or “none
of these” are acceptable answers. Explain in 3 to 4 sentences.

A.3.2 - The Artist - Review DIY Robot Artist movie (3:11; has music). What do you observe most:
a) artificial human, b) programmable machine, or c) sensing/thinking/acting? Ties between a, b, or c, or “none
of these” are acceptable answers. Explain in 3 to 4 sentences.

A.3.3 - On the Ground - How does the function of this robotic system (0:38) relate to the environment in
which it operates? Explain in 3 to 4 sentences.

A.3.4 - In the Sky - How does the function of this robotic system (1:19) relate to the environment in which it is
supposed to operate? Explain in 3 to 4 sentences.

A.3.5 - Humanoid Robot - Use the Help Resources to review some of the current robots in our world that
can inspire your design ideas. Which robot looks humanoid and why?

Insert a Screenshot.

Explain why this robot
looks humanoid.

A.3.6 - Primary Purpose Robot - Use the Help Resources to review some of the current robots in our world
that can inspire your design ideas. Which robot looks like its primary purpose and why?

Insert a Screenshot.

Explain why this robot
looks like its primary
purpose.

A.3.7 - Tinkercad Design Practice - Simple Boat
Examine the three views of the Tinkercad boat. Duplicate it and insert two screenshots. Use the help

https://youtu.be/S5miA6jXf0E
https://youtu.be/_ItWevaF2Ag
https://safeshare.tv/x/DYmgvr0htqM
https://youtu.be/XemN_OxyBr0
https://youtu.be/z9MRSr03Lvc
https://www.vistathink.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/01/VistaThink-RobotsInAction-HelpResources.pdf
https://www.vistathink.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/01/VistaThink-RobotsInAction-HelpResources.pdf
https://www.vistathink.com/


resources as needed.

A.3.7.1 - Tinkercad Boat Screenshot I:

A.3.7.2 - Tinkercad Boat Screenshot II:

A.3.8 - TinkerCad Design Practice - Robot Humanoid Head
Pick one of the seven robots and recreate a version of its head with Tinkercad's basic shapes. Make the
head more humanoid than its current design. The seven robot choices are 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7. Use the
help resources as needed.

A.3.8.1 - Actual Robot Screenshot (from one of the seven examples):

A.3.8.2 - Tinkercad Robot Humanoid Head:

A.4 - Develop a Design Brief
Develop a general design summary from an analysis of the relevant information
to guide and inspire the designer.

A futurist and visual designer, summarize your vision for an empathetic robot prototype to help the people in
Lima, Peru. Specifically, based on what you’re thinking right now, write:

- what you are going to make
- why you are going to make it
- who is it for

Create this design brief in the form of an email to the city government of Lima.

A.4.1 - Design Brief - Email Subject Line:

https://www.tinkercad.com/blog/meet-the-shapes-panel
https://i.pinimg.com/736x/e3/30/d1/e330d1173dfbce6f1922c2c2066ee208--degrees-of-freedom-handstand.jpg
https://encrypted-tbn0.gstatic.com/images?q=tbn:ANd9GcRjP-PFkZQU5ob3ATd4eAK-07zN4AXchuZLZOEwr54s2yptDivE
https://i.pinimg.com/736x/c6/b0/45/c6b045334ab8e8b5f356cd1cafabeb56--robot-mascot-robot-toy.jpg
https://media.istockphoto.com/photos/robot-and-sign-hi-picture-id518868422?k=6&m=518868422&s=612x612&w=0&h=TohuI-NvPHiyQf4iI-UOZY6PSdObyyYhZmpEFWqM6tA=
https://images.unsplash.com/photo-1546776310-eef45dd6d63c?ixlib=rb-4.0.3&ixid=MnwxMjA3fDB8MHxwaG90by1wYWdlfHx8fGVufDB8fHx8&auto=format&fit=crop&w=510&q=80
https://static.turbosquid.com/Preview/001261/222/BU/_D.jpg
http://ak7.picdn.net/shutterstock/videos/516547/thumb/1.jpg
https://www.vistathink.com/


A.4.2 - Design Brief - Email Body:

https://www.vistathink.com/

